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Friday 2nd June, 2017

Dear Parents,
Funtastic Gems Enrolments for the 2018 school year will be available from mid term 3, 2017. As
numbers are increasing this year we will be taking new enrolment as well as re-enrolment earlier than
expected to ensure parents secures their child placement for the following year. I have noticed how
hard year 3 to 6 are working with their dance steps ready for the Talent Show On Thursday 22 nd, 2017
and I wish them the very best of luck and to enjoy. Although Alex and myself would love to attend the
show we however have a centre to still operate and cannot leave. Just a reminder to all parents that
Vacation Care bookings will be closing end of week 8 Friday 16th June, 2017.

Thanks,
Diana

Following Week Program
Mon 12th June, 2017
Tues 13th June, 2017
Wed 14th June, 2017
Thurs 15th June, 2017
Fri 16th June, 2017
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Queen’s Birthday
Sports Incursion
Alien Spaceship Craft
3D Paper Caterpillar
Shirt Tie Dye
Chocolate Cheesecake Oreo Parfaits
Face Painting
Rainbow Explosion
Jiu Jitsu
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Star of the week
Chloe Luu
Chloe passionately participates in the activities and tries her best all the time. She never forgets packup after activities. Also she helps other children who are in need of help during the activities.

Julie’s Recap of the week
On Monday, Julie’s group made Cyclops Origami. Julie
displayed the screen to show the children how to make it. Some
children followed the instruction well but some kindergarten
children found it difficult to do Origami by themselves. Julie and
two Y6 girls assisted those in need of help. The children liked
their Cyclops a lot and they played with it after the activity.
Nicole’s activity was Face Painting. The activity was very
enjoyable especially with the choices the children came up with. Overall the face painting was fun and
the children had a great time. On Tuesday, all the children participated in the sports incursion outside.
On Wednesday, Julie’s group did a craft activity of making Caterpillars with pompoms. K to Y1 children
were encouraged to participate in this activity because it was fun and easy. They were to make a green
leaf out of felt and make a caterpillar with little pompoms. The children enjoyed the activity a lot. Nicole’s
activity consisted in the making of a Room Name Banner. Every child was to design their own room
name sign. They were very artistic on how they wanted it designed. On Thursday, Julie’s group did
Engineering Challenges. The children were separated into three groups and they were to build anything
3D such as a tower, a house or animals using paddle pop sticks, pegs and clips. They found this activity
was bit challenging but they
constantly shared their ideas and
worked together. The children showed
creativity and imagination throughout
the activity. Nicole’s group made
Pokemon Balls. The children were
given certain pokemon characters to
colour in for their pokeballs.
Everyone in the group was telling
Nicole all about the pokemon
characters and the certain abilities
they have. The children had so much
fun doing this activity. On Friday,
Julie’s group did a cooking activity of
making donuts. Julie made the dough
in advance and the children made
different shapes with the dough. They
enjoyed the activity a lot and couldn’t
wait to taste it. Nicole had her Jiu Jitsu
class with about 20 children. They
learned how to defend themselves
and everyone did a great job.
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